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George Plimpton takes to the ice with the Boston Bruins in this memorable portrait of the rough-
and-tumble world of professional hockey, repackaged and featuring a foreword from Denis Leary
and never-before-seen content from the Plimpton Archives.In Open Net, George Plimpton takes
to the ice as goalie for his beloved Boston Bruins. After signing a release holding the Bruins
blameless if he should meet with injury or death, he survives a harrowing, seemingly eternal five
minutes in an exhibition game against the always-tough Philadelphia Flyers.With reflections on
such hockey greats as Wayne Gretzky, Bobby Orr, and Eddie Shore, Open Net is at once a
celebration of the thrills and grace of the greatest sport on ice and a probing meditation into the
hopes and fears of every man.
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Forewordby Denis LearyHaving been born and raised in downtown Worcester, Massachusetts, I
was a Boston Bruins fan from the moment I arrived on this earth.Hockey is in my DNA.I bleed
the black and gold of my beloved B’s. I flunked math in high school—twice—but I can still recite
Bobby Orr’s biggest record-breaking stats like a speed-reader on eight cups of espresso.But it’s
not just the Bruins. It’s the game itself. When it comes to sports, I have a rooting interest in
football, baseball, and hoops, but I eat, sleep, and breathe hockey almost 24-7. I’m an animal for
everything on ice. On a slow Tuesday TV night I will stop ticking through channels and turn to
rewatching a DVR’d Detroit Red Wings versus Colorado Avalanche classic that was rebroadcast
by some fine people over at the NHL Network.I’ve spent more time on skates than I have in
almost any other form of footwear, and as a rabid reader devoured what has to be considered an
Olympian number of hockey books. Biographies, tell-alls, as-told-to’s, team histories of—you
name it, I own it.But this book has always been one of my favorites.Not just because it deals with
my hometown team—that was the reason I bought it in the first place. But I fell in love with it
because of George Plimpton. No other author in the history of sports has ever been able to
match his unique angle on athletics, but he really outdid himself when he decided to tackle the
fastest game on earth.His first-person, hands-on, hold-it-now-’cause-here-I-come, heady but
heartfelt approach to playing goalie for the Boston Bruins puts you inside the places a hockey
fan always wishes he could be: practice sessions, the locker room, the dinner table, the hotel bar
—everywhere the info you never get to witness flies around the room or rink in funny, informative
rapids.In Open Net, some of the National Hockey League’s most famous faces of the late 1970s
come alive, but they do so with dollops of personality we otherwise would not have known and
that remain just as riveting today: from the surprisingly sweet and caring approach of Don Cherry
to the comically philosophical goaltender Gerry Cheevers to the antique-collecting tough guy
Terry O’Reilly, not to mention a side order of brainy Bobby Clarke and the Broad Street Bullies.
Plus time spent playing against and hanging out with budding young superstar Wayne “The
Great One” Gretzky.As always with George, you go deep inside the game. That alone would
make it worthwhile because he had such an original way with words and a detailed interest in all
aspects of any given sport. What it really all comes down to is his personality and perspective:
the way he saw the world.George Plimpton was many things: author, journalist, literary editor,
and cofounder of the Paris Review. Quite a life, right? It’s more than slightly intimidating. He was
also a father, grandfather, husband, uncle, and World War II demolitions expert.Whatever pride I
might have in being a multi-hyphenate myself… I write, I act, and I sing (or occasionally bellow



comedy tunes somewhat on key). I also direct and still perform at least two live comedy concerts
a year. Which keeps me pretty busy, as you might imagine. I’m also a dad and an uncle and a
husband and a godfather and a son. And I still play street hockey and outdoor ice hockey
throughout the four seasons we suffer and savor in my favorite northeast American states.Okay
—I’m starting to pad my résumé here a bit. Why?Because I almost forgot to mention the rest of
George’s résumé: PGA golfer, heavyweight boxer, NBA forward, NFL quarterback, Vegas
comedian, Hollywood actor, professional bridge player, high-wire trapeze artist, and professional
tennis player.He also induced Willie Mays to pop out while pitching in an All-Star exhibition
game.And helped wrestle Sirhan Sirhan to the floor of the Ambassador Hotel kitchen in Los
Angeles after the assassin’s bullets felled Senator Robert F. Kennedy.And wrote the libretto to an
operatic musical called Animal Tales.And appeared on Saturday Night Live.And played himself
on The Simpsons.He acted in more than twenty movies—two of which were Academy Award
winners.But perhaps the coolest of all the many cool things George did while walking and talking
his way around what he clearly saw as a planet full of endless possibilities was this: he served
for several decades as fireworks commissioner of New York City.Hung on the hip of his
demolition work during the war, this appointment carried genuine responsibility and some
working knowledge of Things That Go Boom and the Danger Therein.But George being George,
it also carried some curiosity:In 1975 in Bellport, Long Island, he made an attempt to break the
record for the World’s Largest Firework. He set upon building a Roman candle called “Fat Man”
that weighed 720 pounds and was expected to rise 1,000 feet into the air before exploding in a
massive burst of powerful noise and color. When he lit it, Fat Man exploded in place on the
ground, blasting open a crater 35 feet wide and 10 feet deep—which must be some kind of
record, even if only for a Long Island Fourth of July.But George didn’t stop there. Nope. He made
another attempt at what had to have been considered a much safer location: Cape Canaveral.
This time Fat Man rose 50 feet into the Florida air, exploded into a mushroom cloud of booming
color, and proceeded to simultaneously smash more than 700 windows in the neighboring town
of Titusville.Listen—I do not care how you choose to measure it, to me George Plimpton goes
down as the coolest dad / uncle / goalie / comedian / grandfather / trapeze artist / composer /
boxing-dancing-singing-writing-wrestling-curveballing sonuvabitch of all
time.Anywhere.Ever.Imagine a hockey-loving guy’s guy you could invite over to play a pickup
game at a local rink who will not only volunteer to play net but also bring enough fireworks—and
more important, fireworks permits—to blow out every window in the arena. And every other
window in every other building within a nine-block radius. I don’t care how many goals he gives
up. He’s my netminder.George Plimpton didn’t make it into the Hockey Hall of Fame. He’s not in
Cooperstown or Canton, Ohio.But he’s in my personal Cool Guy Hall of Fame.Read this book.
Laugh your ass off.When you finish wiping the tears of joy from your eyes, give it to a friend.
Then find out how high you think your personal Fat Man could fly and try it out! Don’t forget—35
feet wide, 10 feet deep, 700 windows. Those are the numbers you gotta beat to make it into the
Cool Guy Hall of Fame.



CHAPTER 1There was one major sport I thought I would never find myself involved in as a
participatory journalist. Ice hockey. I had what seemed a logical excuse: I am very poor on
skates. I tend to skate on my anklebones. Someone once pointed out that on skates I am the
same height off as I am on the ice. It was odd, because much of my adolescence I spent in New
England where in wintertime one puts on skates and gets out on the frozen ponds as a matter of
course. But I was no good at it. I have heard people insist—and indeed every instruction manual
on skating repeats it—that there is no such phenomenon as “weak ankles,” that if the child
skates on his anklebones it is because the skates are too large, or have not been laced up
properly. I have always been a refutation of that argument. As a youngster I shoved off from the
banks of the pond very nearly on four points—however snug and well-laced the skates—so that
my skating style was not unlike someone walking along half-in and half-out of a pair of galoshes.
I improved as time went on, but not markedly: the only time I was truly erect on my skates, the
blades immediately under my weight, was when I stopped the frantic shuffling that had gained
me my speed and did some gliding—cruising along, wobbling slightly, but quite aloft, with just a
faint wash of wind in my face which slowly died away as my momentum slowed. The skates
would then flop over onto the ice—rather like the settling down of a spinning top. Again I would
start the scuttling motion to work up some speed. There was always advice from people who
watched this stop-and-go advance along the ice. “You need to wear another pair of socks,” they
would say.So when the editors of Sports Illustrated called and said the Boston Bruins were
willing to take me on for part of the training season up at their camp at Fitchburg,
Massachusetts, I winced and said I wasn’t sure my skating was up to it.“How long do I have to
get ready?”“A couple of weeks.”“I’m very skeptical.”“You can play in the goal.”“The goal?”Mark
Mulvoy, who was the magazine’s hockey writer at the time and is now its editor, remarked over
the phone that I should remember the sentiment that had motivated Tretiak, the great Russian
goaltender, namely “that there is no position in sport as noble as that of goaltending.”I replied
that I had no wish to be ennobled, especially at the expense of my front teeth.“We’ll find you a
mask. One more thing.”“What’s that?” I asked.“About a month after you report to Fitchburg, the
Bruins have an exhibition game in the Spectrum against the Philadelphia Flyers. You’ll be
allowed in to play for a while.”“Allowed in?”“The Bruins will put you in the goal for about five
minutes,” he said, “… to see what will happen.”I asked: “Isn’t there someone on the Flyers
named ‘The Hammer’?”“Schultz,” Mulvoy said. “An enforcer. The King of the Goons. He is no
longer with them, you’ll be pleased to hear, but he has left rafts of disciples.”“Oh yes.”“You’d
better do something about your skating,” Mulvoy said as he hung up the phone.Almost as soon
as we had finished talking, I looked into the yellow pages of the telephone directory to check out
an ice rink. I marked down the name of the Skyrink on Manhattan’s West Side, near an entrance
to the Lincoln Tunnel. Then I went down to Cosby’s sports store next to Madison Square Garden.
There I bought a pair of goalie’s skates—which are low to the ice with thick cuplike guards over
the toes and extra flanges attached to the skate blades to keep a puck from slipping through. I
also purchased a protective face mask, trying it on and staring at myself in a mirror through the



eye slits.That same evening I dropped in on the Skyrink to try everything out. The Wurlitzer
organ was playing “Waltzing Matilda.” Extraordinarily capable people sailed by, the men with
hands clasped comfortably behind their backs, chins thrust out, and dreamlike expressions on
their faces, while at center ice the young women pirouetted in tight circles, most of them very
young girls with their heads thrown back and their ponytails hanging down and swinging as they
turned. I stepped out onto the ice in my goaltender’s skates and to my surprise found myself
creeping along the sideboards like the frightened muskrat, Chuchundra, in Rudyard Kipling’s
“Rikki-Tikki-Tavi,” who never dares to come into the middle of the room… taking crotchety steps
as I tried to dredge out of my past even the simplest fundamentals. I had forgotten everything…
how to stop… to skate backward. I had always assumed that once one had learned to skate, it
was inevitably there—however awkwardly one did it… like bicycling, or remembering how to play
“Chopsticks,” or swimming, or folding a sheet of paper to build a glider. But all that was left of my
skating past, with its crazy abandon, was that I still sagged over onto my anklebones. Some of
the skaters whizzing by glanced curiously down at my goalie’s skates as I moved slowly over the
ice. Could any of them have imagined that they were looking at someone who in a few weeks’
time would be playing for the Boston Bruins?I went back to the Skyrink evening after evening—
grimly circling the ice until things began to improve. Sometimes I glided to a stop and hunched
down in front of an imaginary goal. I tried the quick lateral movements I knew would be required
of the goaltender. What could my skating companions at the rink have made of this—a solitary
figure hopping and shifting back and forth across a small rectangular area of ice…?I haunted the
strange neon glow of the place. I came to know its hierarchy, which was established in circles,
like the rings of an immense archery target. On the outside were the unwashed, the clumsies,
the shriekers, the flailers, the board clutchers, the small tots who took six quick walking steps
and then glided, teetering slightly, for three yards. It was in this first circle that I had toiled during
my early visits, towering above the children, until slowly, as the sessions went on, I gained
confidence and worked my way gingerly into the inner rings. Here the movement was quicker
and more professional. Skaters moved in rhythm to the music, their skates biting into the ice on
the turns. Among us moved a speed skater with his long blades, and, on occasion, an older
couple, wonderfully proficient, the man very natty, with a small white mustache, and the woman
with a woolen skating dress of scotch plaid with a big decorative safety pin, both with gloves and
holding hands to do the dance turns as the waltz poured out over us from the Wurlitzer.In from
us was the sacrosanct center oval in which the figure skaters performed—the girls in pert skirts
that lifted when they twirled, their shanks extended by the height of their skates, so that their
long-legged enchantment was exaggerated, like the romanticized heroines in a space-age
comic strip. There was invariably a child prodigy or two—thin, stiltlike girls, beautifully kempt, and
often so young as to be barely on the edge of being able to talk, each as spangled as toy
poodles, and launched out onto the ice by young mothers who never took their eyes off their
daughters and who sat waiting on the benches with the straw picnic baskets that contained their
suppers.Out in the center, the faces of the skaters were bland with concentration, either about



what moves they were about to execute, or, more likely, in egocentric consideration of what an
enviable spectacle they presented to the rest of us—we lesser moons to their planetary
brilliance. One had only to see one of these estimable creatures stumble and have her bottom
slide a swatch across the faint snow coating on the ice to know the true misery of the pratfall.
This rarely seemed to happen, though those of us on the perimeter wistfully wished it happened
more. The girls jumped up with slight frowns, very brief, and were immediately as composed and
superior as members of a royal court, which of course they were, with only a slight tuft of ice
shavings on their rumps to show that anything untoward had happened.One evening, as I was
seated on one of the long benches, skates off and working my toes back and forth, a man
skated off the rink and sat down next to me. He asked if I would like to stay after the public had
left the rink and play some midnight hockey. Oh yes, he went on, that was a regular tradition.
There was actually a team that played out of the Skyrink—Gitler’s Gorillas.“The Gorillas.”The
man nodded and said that he had noticed my skates. “Goalie, eh?” He told me that their regular
goalie had just telephoned to say that his butcher’s shop in Kew Gardens had been damaged by
fire the night before and he was still taking inventory. He could not make it for that night’s
scrimmage. Would I take his place? His question came just as I was imagining the barbecue
smell of cooked steak drifting above Kew Gardens.“Well, I don’t know,” I said. My mind raced.
“I’m not really a goalie. I’m learning to be a goalie.” I could not bring myself to tell him what team I
was getting myself ready to play for… it would have seemed such an impertinence to drop the
Boston Bruins’ name on top of Gitler’s Gorillas.He told me it was all very informal and friendly.
Among the people who came to the rink at midnight were a jazz vibraphonist, two or three
stockbrokers, a magazine writer, a chef, an antique-furniture restorer, and, of course, the
goaltending butcher from Kew Gardens. One of the Gorillas, my friend told me, was a bell
captain at the Plaza Hotel. That grand place has since seemed slightly less imperious and tony
for knowing that one of its gold-button-fronted entrance custodians is sailing around the Skyrink,
banging his stick on the ice for the puck, at one a.m.He told me something about the
organization. The founder was a jazz entrepreneur named Ira Gitler who formed the Gorillas
(utilizing the Great Ape moniker for alliterative nicety) in the spring of 1973. Actually, I was told,
his wife was better known in hockey circles—a sculptress specializing in life-size assemblages
of sports figures—most of them hockey stars wearing real pads and wielding Northland or Koho
hockey sticks. Her work turns up in corporate headquarters and banks. I was told a particularly
dynamic assemblage re-created a Derek Sanderson and Orland Kurtenbach fight in the late
1960s.“Is the assemblage realistic?” I asked. “Can you recognize Sanderson?”“It’s difficult,” I was
told. “Kurtenbach’s hands are in Derek’s face. But it is realistic. Kurtenbach suffered a skin
condition and in the sculpture you can see that he’s wearing a gray medicinal glove.”I stayed to
watch them scrimmage. The Gorillas, or perhaps their opponents—the varied jerseys and
sweatshirts gave no hint of a common identity—appeared about half an hour before midnight
with big equipment bags. They sat down heavily on the long green rinkside benches. With their
leg pads, the white plastic helmets, and the rest of the hockey accoutrements, they seemed a



world removed from the long-legged girls still spinning their last pirouettes in the center of the ice
—rather like the football players on the edge of the field, limbering up, settling their helmets into
place, while the majorettes with the little pom-poms on their sneakers are still kicking up their
long legs and the silver batons are twirling in the sky.“Have you had any… er… clumsies out
there playing on the Gorillas?”My companion looked up briefly into the rafters of the rink. “Well,
we had this lawyer who came out one night, a real Rangers fan, entirely dressed up in Rangers
regalia, even the Rangers colors, red and blue, on his helmet. After a couple of strides in a
scrimmage he fell down and broke a collarbone. I’m not sure anyone even got his name. We
supported him off. I helped. I remember the new crisp feeling of his hockey jersey.”I finally
succumbed and told my friend from the Gorillas why I was there—that I was preparing for a stint
with the Boston Bruins. He did not seem especially surprised. In fact, he mentioned that to
scrimmage with Gitler’s Gorillas was just the way to round into shape to show the Bruins a thing
or two when I got up to their training camp.I agreed. But I also demurred. I told myself that if I
should happen to get hurt playing with them and was someday asked, “What’s happened to the
right side of your face?” it was one thing to reply, “Slap shot… off the stick of Wayne Cashman of
the Boston Bruins,” and quite another to report that the deed had been done by the doorman of
the Plaza Hotel during a scrimmage involving Gitler’s Gorillas.“I’m not quite ready yet for the
Gorillas,” I told my friend. “For the time being, I’ll just watch.”While my evenings were taken up
with skating sessions at the Skyrink, I prepared for Fitchburg in more sedentary ways. I did
considerable reading—instruction manuals (especially on goaltending) and various biographies
of hockey personalities. I kept notes. Also I thought a lot about the protective face mask I had
bought at Cosby’s. My notion was to get it decorated in such a way that would perhaps give the
opposition a slight start, as well as providing me with a small psychological boost.The face mask
has been around since November 2, 1959 (I wondered if I ever would have had the nerve to
accept playing in the goal if such things were not available), when the Montreal Canadiens’
Jacques Plante introduced his in a game against the New York Rangers in New York’s Madison
Square Garden. Plante had a wonderful excuse: “I already had four broken noses, a broken jaw,
two broken cheekbones, and almost two hundred stitches in my head. I didn’t care how the
mask looked. I was afraid I would look just like the mask, the way things were going.”

CHAPTER 1There was one major sport I thought I would never find myself involved in as a
participatory journalist. Ice hockey. I had what seemed a logical excuse: I am very poor on
skates. I tend to skate on my anklebones. Someone once pointed out that on skates I am the
same height off as I am on the ice. It was odd, because much of my adolescence I spent in New
England where in wintertime one puts on skates and gets out on the frozen ponds as a matter of
course. But I was no good at it. I have heard people insist—and indeed every instruction manual
on skating repeats it—that there is no such phenomenon as “weak ankles,” that if the child
skates on his anklebones it is because the skates are too large, or have not been laced up
properly. I have always been a refutation of that argument. As a youngster I shoved off from the



banks of the pond very nearly on four points—however snug and well-laced the skates—so that
my skating style was not unlike someone walking along half-in and half-out of a pair of galoshes.
I improved as time went on, but not markedly: the only time I was truly erect on my skates, the
blades immediately under my weight, was when I stopped the frantic shuffling that had gained
me my speed and did some gliding—cruising along, wobbling slightly, but quite aloft, with just a
faint wash of wind in my face which slowly died away as my momentum slowed. The skates
would then flop over onto the ice—rather like the settling down of a spinning top. Again I would
start the scuttling motion to work up some speed. There was always advice from people who
watched this stop-and-go advance along the ice. “You need to wear another pair of socks,” they
would say.So when the editors of Sports Illustrated called and said the Boston Bruins were
willing to take me on for part of the training season up at their camp at Fitchburg,
Massachusetts, I winced and said I wasn’t sure my skating was up to it.“How long do I have to
get ready?”“A couple of weeks.”“I’m very skeptical.”“You can play in the goal.”“The goal?”Mark
Mulvoy, who was the magazine’s hockey writer at the time and is now its editor, remarked over
the phone that I should remember the sentiment that had motivated Tretiak, the great Russian
goaltender, namely “that there is no position in sport as noble as that of goaltending.”I replied
that I had no wish to be ennobled, especially at the expense of my front teeth.“We’ll find you a
mask. One more thing.”“What’s that?” I asked.“About a month after you report to Fitchburg, the
Bruins have an exhibition game in the Spectrum against the Philadelphia Flyers. You’ll be
allowed in to play for a while.”“Allowed in?”“The Bruins will put you in the goal for about five
minutes,” he said, “… to see what will happen.”I asked: “Isn’t there someone on the Flyers
named ‘The Hammer’?”“Schultz,” Mulvoy said. “An enforcer. The King of the Goons. He is no
longer with them, you’ll be pleased to hear, but he has left rafts of disciples.”“Oh yes.”“You’d
better do something about your skating,” Mulvoy said as he hung up the phone.Almost as soon
as we had finished talking, I looked into the yellow pages of the telephone directory to check out
an ice rink. I marked down the name of the Skyrink on Manhattan’s West Side, near an entrance
to the Lincoln Tunnel. Then I went down to Cosby’s sports store next to Madison Square Garden.
There I bought a pair of goalie’s skates—which are low to the ice with thick cuplike guards over
the toes and extra flanges attached to the skate blades to keep a puck from slipping through. I
also purchased a protective face mask, trying it on and staring at myself in a mirror through the
eye slits.That same evening I dropped in on the Skyrink to try everything out. The Wurlitzer
organ was playing “Waltzing Matilda.” Extraordinarily capable people sailed by, the men with
hands clasped comfortably behind their backs, chins thrust out, and dreamlike expressions on
their faces, while at center ice the young women pirouetted in tight circles, most of them very
young girls with their heads thrown back and their ponytails hanging down and swinging as they
turned. I stepped out onto the ice in my goaltender’s skates and to my surprise found myself
creeping along the sideboards like the frightened muskrat, Chuchundra, in Rudyard Kipling’s
“Rikki-Tikki-Tavi,” who never dares to come into the middle of the room… taking crotchety steps
as I tried to dredge out of my past even the simplest fundamentals. I had forgotten everything…



how to stop… to skate backward. I had always assumed that once one had learned to skate, it
was inevitably there—however awkwardly one did it… like bicycling, or remembering how to play
“Chopsticks,” or swimming, or folding a sheet of paper to build a glider. But all that was left of my
skating past, with its crazy abandon, was that I still sagged over onto my anklebones. Some of
the skaters whizzing by glanced curiously down at my goalie’s skates as I moved slowly over the
ice. Could any of them have imagined that they were looking at someone who in a few weeks’
time would be playing for the Boston Bruins?I went back to the Skyrink evening after evening—
grimly circling the ice until things began to improve. Sometimes I glided to a stop and hunched
down in front of an imaginary goal. I tried the quick lateral movements I knew would be required
of the goaltender. What could my skating companions at the rink have made of this—a solitary
figure hopping and shifting back and forth across a small rectangular area of ice…?I haunted the
strange neon glow of the place. I came to know its hierarchy, which was established in circles,
like the rings of an immense archery target. On the outside were the unwashed, the clumsies,
the shriekers, the flailers, the board clutchers, the small tots who took six quick walking steps
and then glided, teetering slightly, for three yards. It was in this first circle that I had toiled during
my early visits, towering above the children, until slowly, as the sessions went on, I gained
confidence and worked my way gingerly into the inner rings. Here the movement was quicker
and more professional. Skaters moved in rhythm to the music, their skates biting into the ice on
the turns. Among us moved a speed skater with his long blades, and, on occasion, an older
couple, wonderfully proficient, the man very natty, with a small white mustache, and the woman
with a woolen skating dress of scotch plaid with a big decorative safety pin, both with gloves and
holding hands to do the dance turns as the waltz poured out over us from the Wurlitzer.In from
us was the sacrosanct center oval in which the figure skaters performed—the girls in pert skirts
that lifted when they twirled, their shanks extended by the height of their skates, so that their
long-legged enchantment was exaggerated, like the romanticized heroines in a space-age
comic strip. There was invariably a child prodigy or two—thin, stiltlike girls, beautifully kempt, and
often so young as to be barely on the edge of being able to talk, each as spangled as toy
poodles, and launched out onto the ice by young mothers who never took their eyes off their
daughters and who sat waiting on the benches with the straw picnic baskets that contained their
suppers.Out in the center, the faces of the skaters were bland with concentration, either about
what moves they were about to execute, or, more likely, in egocentric consideration of what an
enviable spectacle they presented to the rest of us—we lesser moons to their planetary
brilliance. One had only to see one of these estimable creatures stumble and have her bottom
slide a swatch across the faint snow coating on the ice to know the true misery of the pratfall.
This rarely seemed to happen, though those of us on the perimeter wistfully wished it happened
more. The girls jumped up with slight frowns, very brief, and were immediately as composed and
superior as members of a royal court, which of course they were, with only a slight tuft of ice
shavings on their rumps to show that anything untoward had happened.One evening, as I was
seated on one of the long benches, skates off and working my toes back and forth, a man



skated off the rink and sat down next to me. He asked if I would like to stay after the public had
left the rink and play some midnight hockey. Oh yes, he went on, that was a regular tradition.
There was actually a team that played out of the Skyrink—Gitler’s Gorillas.“The Gorillas.”The
man nodded and said that he had noticed my skates. “Goalie, eh?” He told me that their regular
goalie had just telephoned to say that his butcher’s shop in Kew Gardens had been damaged by
fire the night before and he was still taking inventory. He could not make it for that night’s
scrimmage. Would I take his place? His question came just as I was imagining the barbecue
smell of cooked steak drifting above Kew Gardens.“Well, I don’t know,” I said. My mind raced.
“I’m not really a goalie. I’m learning to be a goalie.” I could not bring myself to tell him what team I
was getting myself ready to play for… it would have seemed such an impertinence to drop the
Boston Bruins’ name on top of Gitler’s Gorillas.He told me it was all very informal and friendly.
Among the people who came to the rink at midnight were a jazz vibraphonist, two or three
stockbrokers, a magazine writer, a chef, an antique-furniture restorer, and, of course, the
goaltending butcher from Kew Gardens. One of the Gorillas, my friend told me, was a bell
captain at the Plaza Hotel. That grand place has since seemed slightly less imperious and tony
for knowing that one of its gold-button-fronted entrance custodians is sailing around the Skyrink,
banging his stick on the ice for the puck, at one a.m.He told me something about the
organization. The founder was a jazz entrepreneur named Ira Gitler who formed the Gorillas
(utilizing the Great Ape moniker for alliterative nicety) in the spring of 1973. Actually, I was told,
his wife was better known in hockey circles—a sculptress specializing in life-size assemblages
of sports figures—most of them hockey stars wearing real pads and wielding Northland or Koho
hockey sticks. Her work turns up in corporate headquarters and banks. I was told a particularly
dynamic assemblage re-created a Derek Sanderson and Orland Kurtenbach fight in the late
1960s.“Is the assemblage realistic?” I asked. “Can you recognize Sanderson?”“It’s difficult,” I was
told. “Kurtenbach’s hands are in Derek’s face. But it is realistic. Kurtenbach suffered a skin
condition and in the sculpture you can see that he’s wearing a gray medicinal glove.”I stayed to
watch them scrimmage. The Gorillas, or perhaps their opponents—the varied jerseys and
sweatshirts gave no hint of a common identity—appeared about half an hour before midnight
with big equipment bags. They sat down heavily on the long green rinkside benches. With their
leg pads, the white plastic helmets, and the rest of the hockey accoutrements, they seemed a
world removed from the long-legged girls still spinning their last pirouettes in the center of the ice
—rather like the football players on the edge of the field, limbering up, settling their helmets into
place, while the majorettes with the little pom-poms on their sneakers are still kicking up their
long legs and the silver batons are twirling in the sky.“Have you had any… er… clumsies out
there playing on the Gorillas?”My companion looked up briefly into the rafters of the rink. “Well,
we had this lawyer who came out one night, a real Rangers fan, entirely dressed up in Rangers
regalia, even the Rangers colors, red and blue, on his helmet. After a couple of strides in a
scrimmage he fell down and broke a collarbone. I’m not sure anyone even got his name. We
supported him off. I helped. I remember the new crisp feeling of his hockey jersey.”I finally



succumbed and told my friend from the Gorillas why I was there—that I was preparing for a stint
with the Boston Bruins. He did not seem especially surprised. In fact, he mentioned that to
scrimmage with Gitler’s Gorillas was just the way to round into shape to show the Bruins a thing
or two when I got up to their training camp.I agreed. But I also demurred. I told myself that if I
should happen to get hurt playing with them and was someday asked, “What’s happened to the
right side of your face?” it was one thing to reply, “Slap shot… off the stick of Wayne Cashman of
the Boston Bruins,” and quite another to report that the deed had been done by the doorman of
the Plaza Hotel during a scrimmage involving Gitler’s Gorillas.“I’m not quite ready yet for the
Gorillas,” I told my friend. “For the time being, I’ll just watch.”While my evenings were taken up
with skating sessions at the Skyrink, I prepared for Fitchburg in more sedentary ways. I did
considerable reading—instruction manuals (especially on goaltending) and various biographies
of hockey personalities. I kept notes. Also I thought a lot about the protective face mask I had
bought at Cosby’s. My notion was to get it decorated in such a way that would perhaps give the
opposition a slight start, as well as providing me with a small psychological boost.The face mask
has been around since November 2, 1959 (I wondered if I ever would have had the nerve to
accept playing in the goal if such things were not available), when the Montreal Canadiens’
Jacques Plante introduced his in a game against the New York Rangers in New York’s Madison
Square Garden. Plante had a wonderful excuse: “I already had four broken noses, a broken jaw,
two broken cheekbones, and almost two hundred stitches in my head. I didn’t care how the
mask looked. I was afraid I would look just like the mask, the way things were going.”Incredibly,
his colleagues looked upon Plante with scorn for wearing such a thing—derisive comments were
made that he had gone soft. The fans did not think much better of him. One of them once asked
Plante: “Doesn’t the fact that you’re wearing a mask prove that you’re afraid?” In reply, Plante
produced a most appropriate analogy: “If you jumped out of a plane without a parachute, would
that prove you’re brave?”But however logical Plante was, no one seemed convinced. Chief
among his critics was his own coach, Toe Blake, who tried incessantly to get Plante to discard
his mask, only giving in when Plante said just as vehemently that he wouldn’t skate out onto the
ice without it.Now, every goaltender wears one. The last goaltender to play without a mask was
Andy Brown of the Detroit Red Wings… which so worried one of his female fans that before
every game she sent him “lucky cookies” and sprigs of heather.
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Mike Dunn, “Another great Plimpton first-person adventure. Anything George Plimpton writes is
going to be worth reading. Plimpton could write about a chess marathon and find perspectives
and people who would make it somehow fascinating. I didn't know Plimpton wrote a hockey
book until I spotted it on Amazon recently. I had to purchase it and was glad I did. Plimpton
discusses his experiences as a goalie with the Boston Bruins and his interactions with coach
Don Cherry, fellow goaltender Cheevers, and others, especially his roommate and fellow goalie,
a guy named Pettie with the colorful nickname "Seaweed." As someone who grew up in Philly
and rooted heartily for the old Broad Street Bullies of the 1970s, it brought back a lot of
memories when Plimpton discussed playing against the Flyers in an exhibition. He even
interviewed Dave Schultz in the book, which I found quite interesting. At the end of the book, he
has an interaction with Gretzky that occurred during the great Edmonton dynasty. I would highly
recommend this to any hockey fan.”

Seth Pohorence, “The Best of Plimpton. Open Net is my personal favorite attempt of Plimpton's
career as a "professional amateur". Being a huge hockey fan and a lover of his prose, Plimpton
creates new wrinkles to the "lunch pail gang" of Don Cherry's Bruins. Written during a time
where fisticuffs was a big issue in hockey (before the Great One piled in all those goals),
Plimpton does what Plimpton does best - act as a fly on the wall.From trying to make it as a
goalie, to writing about Grapes satorial equipment, to Derek Sanderson and Gerry Cheevers,
this is a great read. He always gets credit for "Paper Lion", but Open Net is an underappreciated
read.”

COOL JEWEL, “THE MAN BETWEEN THE PIPES SCORES. THIS IS ONE OF PLIMPTON'S
BEST. I REALLY ENJOYED HIS STORY PLAYING GOAL FOR THE BRUINS. HIS
CONVERSATIONS WITH VARIOUS PLAYERS AND COACHES ARE EXCELLENT. HIS
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EVENTS MAKE YOU FEEL LIKE YOU ARE RIGHT THERE ON THE
ICE WITH HIM. PLIMPTON DOESN'T WASTE TOO MUCH TIME DESCRIBING HIS
SURROUNDINGS LIKE HE DOES IN OTHER BOOKS. HE GOES STRAIGHT TO THE POINT.
SOME HIGHLIGHTS ARE DESCRIBING HOW HE PUTS HIS UNIFORM ON IN A DETAILED
ORDER, OLD STORIES ABOUT EDDIE SHORE, AND HIS ACTUAL TIME ON THE ICE
PLAYING GOAL DURING A COUPLE OF EXHIBITION GAMES MAKE THIS A GREAT READ.”

CAPTAIN Pirate Jon Watson, “Enjoyable read...great experiences. Plimpton had fun as a
participatory athelete and to read of his experiences was fun; this book is a bit light compared to
the Golf one or others, but enjoyable to learn more about the hockey stars of past.”

CL84, “Plimpton is at his best in this light-hearted memoir about training with the Boston ....
Plimpton is at his best in this light-hearted memoir about training with the Boston Bruins. His



descriptions of the humor and characters that define the sport are spot-on. As an outsider on the
inside, Plimpton gives us a glimpse of what life is really like for these professional athletes.”

Junior Brown, “Five Stars. Another excellent George Plimpton read. I'm not a hockey fan, but I
could read Plimpton on curling!”

tumbleweedred, “Good book. Great read”

Pat, “You will bust a gut laughing. This was hilarious.”

The book by George Plimpton has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 39 people have provided feedback.
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